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Abstract

The brain does not retain all the information it encodes in a day. Much is forgotten, and of those 

memories retained, their subsequent “evolution” can follow any of a number of pathways. 

Emerging data makes clear that sleep is a compelling candidate for performing many of these 

operations. But how does the sleeping brain know which information to preserve and which to 

forget? What should sleep do with that information it chooses to keep? For information that is 

retained, sleep can integrate it into existing memory networks, look for common patterns and 

distill overarching rules, or simply stabilize and strengthen the memory exactly as it was learned. 

We suggest such “memory triage” lies at the heart of a sleep-dependent memory processing 

system that selects new information, in a discriminatory manner, and assimilates it into the brain’s 

vast armamentarium of evolving knowledge, helping guide each organism through its own, unique 

life.

In this perspective piece, we outline evidence supporting the concept of evolving knowledge 

through a process of “memory triage” that first identifies which memories should go through 

sleep-dependent memory processing, and then determines the form that this processing 

should take. The model adds to earlier conceptions of sleep-dependent consolidation in 

several ways. First, it shifts the description away from one of uniform memory consolidation 

toward a complex offline process that is remarkably selective in terms of which memories 

are consolidated by sleep, leading to the discriminatory incorporation of initially pluripotent 

memories. Second, it describes a further stage in this triage process, which directs a given 

memory through one of several pathways of memory evolution. Such evolution leads to 

multiple forms of integrated knowledge, potentially governed by a range of neural systems, 

and facilitated by varied stages of sleep. Finally, it favors a view of consolidation not as an 

end-goal, but as a stepping-stone along a path that leads to the building and updating of 

generalized knowledge and beliefs about the world in which we live and act.

We start from a position that assumes the existence of sleep-dependent memory processing. 

Not withstanding the limitations of some experimental paradigms that require careful 

controls (e.g. for time of day or non-specific effects of sleep deprivation), when taken as a 

whole, evidence to date from (i) nap studies (that match circadian time concerns), (ii) sleep 

deprivation studies (with delayed retests), (iii) studies finding correlations of offline memory 
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improvement with sleep-stages and associated sleep physiology (e.g., sleep spindles and 

slow wave activity), and with regional brain activity measured during and after sleep with 

PET and fMRI, (iv) studies using direct current brain stimulation to modify sleep physiology 

and memory, and (v) studies of cellular firing patterns in rodents, along with (vi) synaptic 

and intracellular measures of plasticity across a range of phylogeny, together offer, in our 

opinion, incontrovertible converging evidence for the existence of sleep-dependent memory 

processing1-5.

In using the term “sleep-dependent memory processing”, we are not implying that all offline 

memory processing is sleep-dependent, rather that there are such processes that occur only 

during sleep. For example, some forms of procedural motor skill learning6-8 and of more 

complex rule extraction9 can develop in the absence of sleep. Yet these forms of learning 

also show additional processing in sleep7, 9, 10 that does not seem to occur in waking. In this 

perspective piece, we focus specifically on memory processing that occurs during sleep, and 

paradigms for which, in most cases, there is evidence of sleep-dependent physiological 

correlates of improvement. This evidence argues against models of both passive protection 

from interference and ideas of “opportunistic” consolidation11, the latter proposed to occur 

when memory-specific neural structures are not encoding new information. Instead, such 

data favors the existence of proactive and sleep-dependent memory processing, rather than 

passive, brain-state independent memory processing. This is not to suggest that 

consolidation cannot occur during the wake state, as described above. Moreover, as with 

consolidation during wake, we are not arguing that passive protection and opportunistic 

consolidation cannot also occur during sleep.

Sleep-dependent consolidation: A process of discriminatory selection

The concept of memory “consolidation” dates back to 1900, when Müller and Pilzecker12 

first proposed that item-memories were not encoded in a permanent form, but rather required 

a process of “Konsolidierung” (consolidation) that occurred over time. Jenkins and 

Dallenbach13 subsequently discovered the superior preservation of item-memories across a 

night of sleep relative to equivalent time awake across the day, ultimately leading in the 

1970s to the notion of an active process of consolidation during sleep14. This notion of 

sleep-dependent stabilization of declarative memory is now established15, and has been 

extended to include the offline enhancement (beyond preservation) of procedural memories, 

such as visual and motor skill learning16 (and see17). However, a newly emerging concept in 

sleep-dependent memory processing is now becoming clear: that of selectivity18, 19.

Counter to earlier assumptions, memory consolidation during sleep does not lead to the 

uniform preservation of all recently encoded memories. Instead, emerging evidence favors a 

more discerning form of sleep-dependent memory processing; one that preferentially 

determines what information is (and is not) ultimately retained (Fig. 1A), as well as the form 

in which it is retained (Fig. 2). Moreover, this initial selection appears to be governed by 

salience tags attached to memories during or shortly after encoding and subsequently 

utilized during sleep (Fig. 1A &1B). We suggest that this selective gating of relevant and 

irrelevant memories is a fundamental necessity, accomplishing discriminatory and arguably 

optimal retention and forgetting. This selective information gating provides the organism 
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with the ability to adapt to environmental change rapidly and effectively, guided by the most 

relevant information from its own autobiographical history, which has been optimally 

integrated into memory networks by sleep-dependent processes discussed in the second half 

of this paper.

One example of such discriminatory processing is the selective consolidation of affective 

experiences. There is evidence that emotional memories can undergo preferential 

preservation during sleep, and especially during REM sleep20, 2122, 23 (but also see24, 25). 

Furthermore, even individual emotional elements from an affective experience can be 

selectively retained. By experimentally varying the foreground and background elements of 

photographs, sleep has been shown to target the retention of emotional foreground objects 

within scenes, relative to either non-emotional foreground items or the peripheral 

background elements of the same scenes26. Thus, sleep (and not wake26) can separate 

affectively relevant from irrelevant components of a single episodic memory for selective 

consolidation.

Beyond emotional memories, sleep can selectively retain memories based on waking 

knowledge of potential monetary reward27, even when such knowledge is only provided 

after learning. Moreover, merely being told of a future test after encoding new information 

enhances sleep-dependent consolidation of that material19. This effect can be observed in 

tests of episodic item-memory, spatial memory and procedural skill memory19, all resulting 

in differential and selective post-sleep memory recall (conceptualized in Fig. 1B). All of 

these scenarios potentially involve the retrospective salience tagging of previously encoded 

memory representations. In a similar investigation, participants were informed after 

encoding that they would later be tested on only one of two sets of items studied (even 

though all studied information was ultimately tested)28. Following a period of sleep but not 

after an equivalent period of awake, subjects showed superior retention of those items 

previously designated for future testing, once again demonstrating selective sleep-dependent 

memory consolidation.

Explicit instructions to either “remember” or “forget” individual items immediately after 

their encoding can significantly modulate the course of their consolidation during sleep. 

Such studies further suggest that sleep can specifically, and perhaps actively, control 

forgetting as well as remembering. A recent study examined offline influences of wake and 

sleep using a directed forgetting paradigm in which presentation of each item was followed 

by a cue to either “remember” or “forget” that item29. Such explicit item-memory 

manipulation has previously been used to establish differential remembering and forgetting 

when tested immediately after encoding30. However, when recall is measured following 

longer delays, significant differences emerge based on the intervening brain-state. Sleep 

produced significant enhancement of memories for words cued to be remembered, but not 

for others cued for forgetting. The difference in recall between words cued to be 

remembered and those cued for forgetting was significantly greater after sleep than 

following an equivalent time awake. Importantly, there were no differences between the 

wake and sleep groups in immediate recall of either words cued for remembering or words 

cued for forgetting, indicating that the strength of encoding for each class of words was 

equivalent between conditions. Only after offline processing, during sleep or wake, did 
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differences in selective remembering and forgetting develop between groups. Curiously, 

being instructed to either think about or to suppress thoughts of individual items after their 

initial encoding did not result in differential offline consolidation across sleep relative to 

wake31. Thus, it was the specific awareness of future relevance (in the form of a future test) 

that appears to have led to this sleep-dependent discriminatory processing.

The effectiveness of explicit waking instructional cues is time-sensitive, requiring the 

occurrence of sleep within 24hr of encoding. Participants not allowed to sleep the night after 

item learning, and tested after two subsequent nights of recovery sleep, showed reduced 

differences in recall between to-be-remembered and to-be-forgotten items, with more non-

specific memory retention32. These findings not only establish that explicit waking tags 

utilized for sleep-dependent processing degrade over 24 hr, but that they do so faster than the 

item-memories themselves32, suggesting that the tags may be distinct from the memories 

themselves.

The precise neural mechanisms that initially create waking instructional tags, as well as the 

mechanisms controlling selective “gating” of consolidation during sleep, remain largely 

uncharacterized, and represent a unique opportunity to provide unifying insights into the 

reciprocity between wake-dependent learning and sleep-dependent consolidation. Neural 

mechanisms of tagging that support the conversion of early-phase LTP (long-term 

potentiation) into late-phase LTP have been identified33, but their relevance to sleep-related 

tagging is unknown. Nevertheless, early evidence offers some clues. The degree of 

hippocampal activity measured during initial encoding of items cued for remembering and 

forgetting accurately predicts the subsequent magnitude of differential offline sleep-

dependent consolidation32. This hippocampal signal during wake may therefore reflect the 

tagging of items for subsequent consideration by sleep. This is consistent with evidence of 

initial wake-dependent hippocampal replay or persistent encoding-like (re)activity seen 

shortly after learning in both humans and rodents (e.g.,34, 35), which may also provide a 

neural tag that can be utilized during subsequent sleep. Future work will be required to 

determine whether such tags can be produced in diverse anatomical networks (e.g., the 

amygdala for selective emotional memory consolidation20, 22, 36-38, and the dopaminergic 

brainstem and/or striatum for reward cued memory39), or whether a single mechanism 

orchestrates tagging across memory systems.

It is similarly unknown whether these same tags determine the form that memory processing 

takes during sleep, or whether the form of processing that occurs is determined by events 

during sleep, itself. Finally, it remains unclear whether tagging is absolutely required for 

subsequent sleep-dependent consolidation to occur, or whether some forms of consolidation 

(e.g., stabilization without enhancement) can occur in the absence of any tagging.

Mechanistic insights into the role of physiological oscillations during sleep in governing 

differential consolidation of tagged memories are also beginning to emerge. The selective 

sleep benefit for recall of items cued-to-be-remembered over items cued-to-be-forgotten is 

predicted by fast sleep spindles (13.5–15.0 Hz) over left parietal cortex29. Importantly, 

subjects with more spindles not only recalled more items previously cued for remembering, 

but also recalled fewer items cued for forgetting. Such findings do not appear to fit a simple 
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decay theory, in which items tagged as irrelevant or non-salient simply decay passively over 

time. Instead, it suggests sleep-dependent mechanisms that not only actively promote 

remembering, but also actively lead to forgetting. In addition EEG source analysis of these 

data revealed, during these spindles, a loop of recurring activity in a network of brain 

regions previously implicated in differential remembering and forgetting40 – medial 

temporal cortex, prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex. Such a network has been 

proposed to enact differential memory consolidation29, with “top-down” cues of instructed 

intent (prefrontal cortex: remember, forget) utilized during the offline processing of 

“bottom-up” item-memories (medial temporal lobe: individual item-memories), leading to 

their differential consolidation and integration within association cortices (parietal cortex)41. 

Similar sleep-oscillation relationships have been reported for other forms of selective 

consolidation. In one study described above19, participants expecting a future memory test 

showed enhanced overnight consolidation. But they also showed correlations between task 

performance and either slow wave activity (SWA) or sleep spindles, depending on the task. 

Moreover, post-encoding SWA and sleep spindles correlations with overnight memory 

retention were only observed in those participants that received the test-expectation cue 

before sleep, and not in those who did not expect the future memory test.

While a full behavioral and neurophysiological characterization of selective sleep-dependent 

memory processing remains to be established, mounting evidence encourages a revised 

account of overnight consolidation, one in which sleep is ecologically guided by qualitative 

features evoked or presented in the peri-encoding period (e.g., emotionality, reward potential 

motivation, or explicit cue instructions and intentions). The result is selective offline 

memory consolidation, potentially mediated by specific sleep oscillations. We now turn to 

how the sleeping brain further processes these chosen memories.

Memory evolution: Selecting the right path

Consolidation, including discriminatory consolidation (Fig. 2A), and which stabilizes and 

enhances memories, is just one possible form of offline information processing that occurs 

during sleep. Others, processes of sleep-dependent memory integration, can additionally 

generate new knowledge, beyond that found in individual item-memories. Whether 

consolidation necessarily precedes these integrative processes (serial processing) or whether 

they can occur independently (asynchronous processing) is not yet known, but no clear cases 

of integration without consolidation have been observed to date. We use the term “memory 

evolution” to reflect both the qualitative changes that can occur during such integrative 

processing as well as the extended time course over which they occur42. Two overarching 

categories encompass the majority of these memory evolution processes: Item Integration 

and Multi-Item Generalization.

Item Integration assimilates newly learned memory representations into preexisting 

schemas43 (Fig. 2B). The general characteristics of the schema are expanded when a new 

item is absorbed, increasing the schema’s potential utility and applicability, while the 

meaning attributed to the new item is enhanced as well. In Fig. 2B, a new item-memory, 

“ABC” is added to an existing network, expanding the knowledge in the network, while 

providing a valuable informational context for the new item “ABC”.
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Multi-item Generalization combines multiple new item-memories, creating an entirely new 

schema (Fig. 2C). In doing so, it can identify shared statistical regularities, thereby 

extracting the gist from the set of experiences (e.g., the knowledge that “ABC is one of 

many alphabetical triplets”). But as we describe below, it can also lead to a false memory (“I 

saw EFG”). Multi-item generalization can also promote identification of a rule or set of rules 

governing the information set and, as a result, can allow extrapolation of never before seen 

items (“LMN fits the same pattern”).

These categories of memory evolution are not unique to sleep. Piaget’s work on schema 

development in children43 and, more recently, work from the laboratories of Morris44, 

Fernandez45, and McGaugh46, provide important frameworks for our model. Interestingly, 

while these more recent works sometimes note the possible role of sleep in schema 

development44, 45, they do not pursue the possibility further.

Below, we review evidence that sleep contributes to each of these forms of memory 

evolution, doing so in a manner superior to wake.

Item integration

One example of sleep-dependent integration of new memories (Fig. 2B) is the incorporation 

of novel words into one’s pre-existing mental lexicon. In a pair of studies, subjects learned 

30 invented novel words (e.g., CATHEDRUKE). When tested immediately after learning, 

they showed no evidence that these novel words had been effectively integrated into 

subjects’ mental lexicons. In the first study, integration was observed only after a night of 

sleep, and not after an equivalent period of daytime wake47. Moreover, in a second, sleep 

laboratory study48, the number of sleep spindles during the post-training night predicted the 

degree of lexical integration the next morning, although, in this study, integration was also 

observed across periods of wake, suggesting that it was not absolutely dependent on sleep.

Sleep-dependent item integration is also seen with the Remote Associates Task, in which 

subjects are presented with word triplets (e.g., HEART, SIXTEEN, COOKIES), and must 

identify the word associatively linked with all three (SWEET). Subjects retested on triplets 

that they initially failed to solve were more successful following a period of sleep than after 

an equivalent period of wake49. Moreover, participants in the sleep group who obtained 

REM sleep demonstrated significantly more benefit than those who did not49. Sleep 

therefore integrated new memories into existing networks, producing new associations and 

relationships, reflected in superior task performance.

Multi-item generalization

Sleep-dependent memory evolution can also combine sets of new item-memories to form 

novel schemas, producing new knowledge (Fig. 2C). Here we give examples of various 

forms that such new knowledge can take.

Gist extraction—Sleep can combine information from a collection of new items to 

identify commonalities, even while individual item-memories are forgotten. In one example, 

subjects learn to find the exit from a virtual three-dimensional maze, starting from a variety 

of widely separated locations. Following sleep, relative to an equivalent time period awake, 
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subjects demonstrated an improved understanding of the overall layout of the maze, reaching 

the exit more rapidly, and in fewer steps (Fig. 3A)50, 51. In another example using a “false 

memory” task52, subjects were exposed to lists of related words, but not to the common 

linking “gist” words (e.g., BED, REST, AWAKE, TIRED, DREAM, etc., but not “SLEEP”). 

After a night of sleep, or even a daytime nap, subjects were more likely to falsely remember 

encountering the common link words (e.g., “SLEEP”) than after an equivalent time awake38. 

While recall of studied words decreased across wake and sleep, as did false recall of these 

“gist” words across wake, memory for the gist words was undiminished across sleep (Fig. 

3B). In this case, multi-item gist extraction involved referencing existing networks to 

identify gist words. But the extraction of the gist word SLEEP could not have been done 

based on individual items, such as REST or AWAKE, instead requiring multi-item 

generalization.

Other studies, using the same false memory task, reveal an even richer and more complex 

process of gist extraction. Diekelmann et al53 also found enhanced gist recall after sleep, 

although only in the more poorly performing half of subjects. In contrast, Fenn et al54, 

measuring gist memory with word recognition rather than word recall, found no sleep 

benefit. Perhaps explaining these differences, Darsaud et al55, used a recognition test that 

additionally distinguished between memory recognition based on recollection of actually 

seeing a word, as opposed to simply having a sense of familiarity. They found a sleep-

dependent benefit for gist words based on recollection memory, while exhibiting reduced 

memory based on familiarity. When recognition based on recollection and on familiarity 

were summed no sleep-wake difference was seen. Thus, sleep does appear to benefit gist 

memory in this paradigm, but not when the measure of memory includes recognition based 

on familiarity. While still preliminary, these results, taken as a whole, suggest that sleep may 

benefit gist extraction from relationships in particular memory networks, considering the 

potentially different contributions of medial temporal lobe subdivisions to familiarity and 

recollection56.

Rule extrapolation—Several reports have demonstrated that sleep can promote the 

extraction of overarching rules that govern recently studied sets of information. In each case, 

implicit knowledge of patterns and rules was gained during sleep, and led to improved 

performance upon awakening, often without explicit awareness. The distinction between gist 

extraction and rule extrapolation may seem arbitrary. But it is, in fact, reflective of the 

foundational distinction between sets and relations described by Whitehead and Russell57 – 

while gist is extracted from sets, rules are extracted from relations, such as those seen in the 

four examples below.

(i) Artificial grammars: The ability of sleep to support rule extraction can be seen in 

children as early as 15 months. In a pair of studies, 15-month old infants were exposed to an 

artificial grammar in which the first syllable of a four-syllable nonsense word (e.g., “PEL”) 

predicted the last syllable (e.g., PELwadimRUD and PELchilaRUD; but VOTwadimJIC and 

VOTchilaJIC). When tested four hours later, infants who had napped before testing 

displayed knowledge of this grammar, while infants who happened not to nap did not13. 

Grammatical knowledge was seen in infants tested 24hr after training, but again only if they 
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napped within 4 hours of training14. These studies demonstrate that early-life rule learning 

can be sleep-dependent. This may explain not only the high demand for sleep during 

formative developmental years, when cognitive schemas are constantly being built, but the 

demand for frequent sleep (i.e., the canonical polyphasic sleep of infants) as well43.

(ii) Transitive inference: The transitive inference paradigm57, 58 reflects the building of 

inferential relationships based on individual item premises. For example, imagine that the 

symbol > means “choose over”, so that A>B means “choose A over B”, and B>C means 

“choose B over C”. The transitive inference from these two premises is A>C, “choose A 

over C”. Both humans and rodents routinely make such inferences57, 58, although normally 

only after a post-training delay. In one human study, subjects were taught five premise pairs 

(A>B, B>C, C>D, D>E, E>F), which embedded the implicit hierarchy A>B>C>D>E>F. 

Knowledge of this hierarchy was demonstrated when subjects made first order inferences 

(B>D and C>E), as well as the more distant, second order inference (B>E), none of which 

were presented during training. When tested just 20 min after training, subjects showed no 

evidence of having extracted any inferences (Fig. 3C). But after 12hr of daytime wake 

subjects displayed moderate knowledge of both first and second order inferences (70-75%; 

Fig. 3C). Yet, after 12hr (or 24hr) including a night of sleep, subjects developed markedly 

superior second order inference ability (94%; Fig. 3C). Thus, the sleeping brain extracted the 

second order inference more effectively than the wake brain, and did so selectively; 

performance on the first order inference was similar to after 12 hr of wake (Fig. 3C). Thus, 

sleep facilitated the inferring of transitivity rules, potentially those of greatest associative 

distance, and enhanced subsequent decision-making.

(iii) Probabilistic learning: Two very different studies of probabilistic learning have shown 

that sleep enhances this form of multi-item generalization. In the first, subjects listened to 

five tones played in a probabilistically determined sequence of 1,800 tones, and were then 

tested on their ability to identify short, 18-tone sequences similar to this pattern. In two 

separate experiments (Fig. 3D) subjects who slept between training and testing showed 

better test performance than others who remained awake59. The second study used a 

“weather prediction” task”60 in which subjects were shown one, two, or three of four cards 

with geometrical patterns, along with the “outcome”, either sunshine or rain. Subjects were 

told they would be tested on their ability to predict this weather outcome based on similar 

presentations of cards alone. Unbeknownst to the subjects, each card had a specific 

probability of predicting sunshine (26%, 42%, 58%, and 76%;61). After 200 training trials, 

subjects were immediately given 100 test trials and, 12 hr later, were given the same 100 test 

trials a second time. No feedback was given during these tests. At immediate testing subjects 

demonstrated significant knowledge of the probabilistic structure of the task, on average 

scoring 76 of the 100 trials optimally (p=10−6). Twelve hours later, only the overnight sleep 

group showed significant improvement (Fig. 3D)62. In this case, the greater improvement in 

the sleep group was accompanied by more accurate knowledge – both explicit and implicit – 

of the graded probabilities across the four cards (Fig. 3E)62.

(iv) Insight: Sleep-dependent processing can also lead to explicit declarative awareness of 

rules and associations. Sleep has been shown to prime the brain for explicit discovery both 
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of a shortcut for a mathematical task63 (Fig 3F) and, in the Remote Associates Task 

described earlier64, of words linking triplets of otherwise unrelated words49. In the 

mathematical number reduction task, subjects were taught a rote method for solving a class 

of mathematical problems for which there was also a shortcut, the existence of which 

subjects were not told. Following a night of post-training sleep, subjects were 2.6 times 

more likely to discover this short cut than after an equal period of time awake (59.1 vs. 

22.7% of subjects)63, a topic we will return to in the next section.

Selective memory evolution

The examples above demonstrate the rich variety of forms that sleep-dependent memory 

evolution can take. However, a more detailed examination makes clear that these chosen 

paths of integration are applied neither universally nor uniformly. Just like with selective 

item-memory consolidation described earlier, there appears to be evidence of a 

discriminatory selection of integration processes. For example, while sleep can integrate 

word triplets into preexisting associative networks49, and newly invented words into one’s 

mental lexicon48, it can also generalize lists of words, creating a gist representation of each 

list, along with a false memory from that representation38. In all cases, the selection of one 

form of integrative processing over another is the one that optimizes the behavior required 

for that task. Thus, when subjects heard novel words, such as CATHEDRUKE, the sleeping 

brain integrated the words into its existing lexicon47, 48, rather than, for example, just 

forming a new schema of novel words. Conversely, when learning to use sets of cards with 

weather outcomes, the sleeping brain enhanced generalized rules of card-weather 

correlations62, rather than, for example, just integrating the novel cards into existing 

networks of playing cards, or trying to integrate the card–weather correlations into pre-

existing schemas for real-word weather prediction.

Interestingly, in circumstances where no one form of integrative processing is clearly 

preferable, a selection from multiple possibilities appears to be made during sleep, as in the 

case of insight discovery in the number reduction task, described above. Although a night of 

sleep led to subsequent insight into the shortcut in 59% of participants (Fig 3F), 41% of 

sleep subjects failed to discover the insight. However, this 41% still benefited from sleep, 

just in a different way. Instead, and unlike the 59% of insight discoverers, these subjects 

improved the speed with which they performed the original rote method of solving the 

problems, improving it three fold more than either those who discovered the insight or those 

who remained awake (Fig 3F)63. In the absence of explicit knowledge that the is a short cut, 

it becomes unclear which form of processing was more optimal or “intelligent”. Under these 

conditions, sleep appeared to either prime subjects for the subsequent discovery of an 

insight, or to simply enhance their ability to use the rote algorithm practiced during the 

training session, with an approximate 60:40 split among subjects.

Mechanisms of Memory Evolution

As with the selection of memories for item-consolidation, the physiological sleep 

mechanisms regulating associative memory evolution are unclear, and represent another 

important knowledge gap in the field. Different sleep stages clearly play different roles in 

these varied memory evolution processes. However, the limited sleep-physiology studies 
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performed to date do not yet allow us to predict sleep-stage dependencies based on any 

proposed categorizations of integration, including our own classification scheme described 

above (Fig. 2). For item integration, REM sleep has been implicated in promoting the 

discovery of associative solutions on the Remote Associates Task49. Congruent with this 

form of associative inter-item memory processing, solving anagrams10 and identifying weak 

(relative to strong) semantic priming65 is consistently superior when subjects are woken and 

tested from REM sleep than when woken from NREM sleep. Such relationships are also 

compatible with biologically informed computational models of hippocampal-neocortical 

functioning that identify REM sleep as a state favorable for associative learning66. However, 

the integration of novel words into an existing mental lexicon, also a form of item 

integration, is correlated with sleep spindles, an oscillation of NREM sleep48. Similarly, 

examples of multi-item integration, such as the Tower of Hanoi task67 and the categorical 

probabilistic learning task62, have demonstrated relationships with REM sleep, while 

probabilistic tone sequence learning demonstrates an association with NREM slow wave 

sleep59.

Another factor that may determine integrative process selection is the extent and nature of 

simultaneous memory reactivation during sleep, which has been shown to occur not only in 

NREM sleep (e.g.,68, 69), but also in REM sleep70. When reactivation of a recently formed 

memory is accompanied by the parallel activation of a larger set of recently formed 

memories, multi-item integration may occur; when a new single-item memory is reactivated 

in conjunction with an entire or even select components of an existing associative memory 

network, item integration may occur; and if neither occurs, then sleep-dependent processing 

might be limited to the comparatively straightforward consolidation and enhancement of the 

recently encoded item-memory itself. Clearly the questions of selective memory 

reactivation, sleep-stage dependencies, possible pre-sleep tagging, and underlying neural 

mechanism(s) of memory evolution remain important unresolved issues of research in this 

area.

Summary

The encoding of a memory is just the first step in a long and complex process of memory 

evolution. Such processing is neither universal nor uniform, but appears to be preferentially, 

and in many cases exclusively, dependent on sleep. This apparently intelligent sleep-

dependent memory triage promotes the offline discriminatory selection of which item-

memories to retain, and which to forget, based on prior waking salience tags. It can also lead 

to memory integration, creating de novo knowledge beyond that available from individual 

item-memories. This can include the integration of item-memories into already existing 

memory networks, enriching both the network and the new item-memory, or the 

generalization of multiple new item-memories, extracting common rules, gist, novel 

schemas or even singular insights. The underlying neurophysiological mechanisms 

governing these memory triage processes are beginning to be uncovered, but more work is 

needed. This will require not only the matching of different forms of memory processing 

with different stages or neurophysiological phenomena during sleep, but embracing the 

importance of the repeating cycles of sleep stages across the night71, 72, or even the 

alteration of wake and sleep across multiple days73, 74. These features, which have been 
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mostly ignored to date, may be important determinants of memory evolution, as sleep-

dependent memory processing is unlikely to be complete after just a single night. What is 

clear, however, is that a true understanding of how learning optimally governs the rich 

collection of unique behavioral repertoires of any individual organism75, 76 will require an 

appreciation of the equally rich collection of mechanisms occurring during sleep-dependent 

memory processing.
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Figure 1. Selective memory consolidation
(A) Conceptual difference between uniform consolidation (top row), and selective 

consolidation (bottom row). In the latter, sleep returns discriminative offline memory 

retention, the selection of which is governed by instructional cues of relevance (red) and 

non-relevance (blue) created in the peri-encoding wake period. (B) Conceptual outcome of 

selective consolidation following sleep and an equivalent time wake (across the night or day) 

following differential tagged relevance at initial encoding.
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Figure 2. Forms of memory evolution
Categories of offline memory processing. All of these forms of offline memory processing 

have been shown to occur preferentially during sleep. (a) Item consolidation. Individual 

item-memories can be stabilized and/or enhanced, or they can be forgotten. (b) Item 

integration. Individual new item memories can be integrated into existing associative 

memory networks, extending the range of the network and enriching the information 

associated with the new item memory. (c) Multi-item generalization. Related item-memories 

encoded over a brief time interval can generate a new memory network and conceptual 

schema.
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Figure 3. Examples of memory evolution
The integration of memory is often enhanced by sleep (green) compared to equivalent 

periods of wake (red): (A) Spatial learning: Exploration of a virtual maze produces complex 

episodic memories of the experience. Sleep facilitates the extraction of a generalized spatial 

map of the maze, resulting in enhanced maze navigation speed, while an equivalent time 

spent awake leads to degraded maze navigation (from51). (B) False memories: Extraction of 

the gist of a set of recent item-memories leads to the false belief that the gist was part of the 

original memory set. Sleep shows both of these consequences of gist extraction, including 
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preservation of the gist memory while actual studied items are forgotten, and while memory 

for both item-memories and gist decrease across wake (from38). (C) Transitive inference: 

Transitive inference was absent 20min after training (−T−S), but was seen after 12hr of wake 

(+T−S). After 12hr including a night of sleep (+T+S), performance on second-order 

inferences was significantly further enhanced (from9). (D) Probabilistic Learning: Statistical 

sequence learning (left) was enhanced after a 12hr period containing a night of sleep, but not 

after equivalent periods without sleep (orange bar; from59). Similarly, probabilistic category 

learning, studied in the weather prediction task (right), showed significant improvement 

following a night of sleep, and significantly more than after an equal period of daytime 

wake, when no significant improvement was seen. (E) Following wake, subjects rated the 

probabilities of four card stimuli predicting sunshine into pairs of high and low probabilities 

(red triangles), while following sleep, they more accurately described the cards’ individually 

varying probabilities (green triangles) (from62). (F) Mathematical insight: LEFT – Subjects 

trained on a rote mathematical task were significantly more likely to discover a shortcut 

during retesting after a night of sleep (+N+S), as compared to after equivalent periods of 

wake across the day (−N−S) or night (+N−S). RIGHT – Those who failed to gain this insight 

instead showed significant improvement in the speed with which they performed the rote 

procedure (from63).
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